
Description Information

Day & Date of Walk Saturday 1st October 2022

Start time & place

Meet 10 mins before start

Meet in school lay-by at 09.15 to leave at 09.25.

or meet at start of walk at 10.00.

Please let Pat know if travelling direct, so we don’t start walking 
without you.

Leader Pat Dominey

Leader’s contact details 07870894739 or pat.dominey152@icloud.com 

Distance of walk Approx 11 miles

Approx finish time of walk Approx 16.30, including lunch & coffee stop, dependent on 
walking pace on the day, could be a little later.

Walk description / difficulty Relatively easy walk, some up/down hill with some short slightly 
steeper stretches. Would recommend walking shoes or sturdy 
trainers. If warm, there was quite a lot of shade along the walk.

Terrain Field / wooded paths, but also some sand / gravel tracks and 
short stretches on the road. Some tree roots and a fallen tree to 
negotiate.

Takes in part of Alice Holt Forest and Frensham Common

Number of stiles 11 - 2 have dog friendly side gates

Distance to start of walk 15 miles - approx 35 minutes from Oakley

Where are we parking Free parking off Gravel Hill Road, just after driving over railway, 
then through right hand bend, from direction of A31. 

CP is down tarmac track on right. 

CP is approx halfway between A31 and Alice Holt Research 
Station  when checking on map. It lies between 2 footpaths that 
are marked on OS map.

Sat Nav reference GU10 5JD for Gravel Hill Rd, Holt Pound, Bentley.

Directions to start of walk A339 to Alton, then A31 towards Bentley. Gravel Hill Road is a 
right turn off A31 dual carriageway. Follow Gravel Hill Road for a 
few minutes as above.

Where can we eat / drink
 Bring your own picnic lunch and we will stop along the route.


Plan to stop at The Hobo.Co cafe at Farnham Pottery around 
3pm for a drink +/- cake.

Cafe is open 9-4pm. Don’t plan to make reservation, so specific 
numbers not required.

Source of walk All Trails app originally - Pots, Ponds & Pine Cones

Other notes Have now walked this route 4 times, most recently on 16th July 
and stopped at the cafe on 3 occasions.

Please note: Walkers are responsible for their own safety when walking. Slips, falls and other mishaps 
are bound to happen occasionally. Neither the Oakley Ramblers Club nor individual walk leaders can 
accept responsibility for accidents that may occur on walks.

Please inform the walk leader if you suffer from a condition that may require intervention, eg Angina or 
Diabetes etc
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